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Abstract. We present resently introduced novel approach to include the proton-proton (pp) Coulomb force into
the momentum space three-nucleon (3N) Faddeev calculations. It is based on a standard formulation for short
range forces and relies on a screening of the long-range Coulomb interaction. In order to avoid all uncertainties
connected with an application of the partial wave expansion, unsuitable when working with long-range forces,
we apply directly the 3-dimensional pp screened Coulomb t-matrix. That main new ingredient, the 3-dimensional
screened pp Coulomb t-matrix, is obtained by a numerical solution of the 3-dimensional Lippmann-Schwinger
(LS) equation. Using a simple dynamical model for the nuclear part of the interaction we demonstrate the feasibility of that approach. The physical elastic pd scattering amplitude has a well defined screening limit and does
not require renormalisation. Well converged elastic pd cross sections are obtained at finite screening radii. Also
the proton-deuteron (pd) breakup observables can be determined from the resulting on-shell 3N amplitudes increasing the screening radius. However, contrary to the pd elastic scattering, the screening limit exists only after
renormalisation of the pp t-matrices.

1 Introduction
The inclusion of the Coulomb force into the analysis of nuclear reactions with more than 2 nucleons is a long standing problem. The main reason is the long-range nature of
the Coulomb force which prevents the application of the
standard techniques developed for short-range interactions.
One possible way to avoid the difficulties including the
Coulomb force is to use a screened Coulomb interaction
and to reach the pure Coulomb limit through application
of a renormalisation procedure [1–4].
The problem appears when considering the interaction
of protons with deuterons below the pion production threshold. For this 3N system using the Faddeev scheme highprecision numerical predictions for different observables in
elastic proton-deuteron (pd) scattering and for the deuteron
breakup reaction are being obtained [5], however, only under the restriction to short-ranged nuclear interactions. The
high quality of the available pd data for both processes requires, however, in the theoretical analysis the inclusion of
the Coulomb force into the calculations. Furthermore the
seminal progress [6] in the development of nuclear forces
in chiral effective field theory calls also for a very precise
solution of the pd scattering equations to test unambiguously these new dynamical ingredients. This test can only
be completely satisfactory if the pp Coulomb force is perfectly under control.
For the elastic pd scattering first calculations, with modern nuclear forces and the Coulomb force included, have
a
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been achieved in a variational hyperspherical harmonic approach [7]. Only recently the inclusion of the Coulomb
force became possible also for the pd breakup reaction [8].
In [8], contrary to [7] where the exact Coulomb force in coordinate representation has been used directly, a screened
pp Coulomb force has been applied in momentum space
and in a partial wave basis. In order to get the final predictions which can be compared to the data, the limit to
the unscreened situation has been performed numerically
applying a renormalization to the resulting on-shell amplitudes [8,9]. This allowed for the first time to analyze highprecision pd breakup data and provided a significant improvement of data description in cases where the Coulomb
force plays an important role [10].
However, in spite of that substantial progress results of
these calculations present concern for two kinematically
complete breakup geometries: the pp quasi-free-scattering
(QFS) configuration, in which the not detected neutron is
at rest in the laboratory system, and the space-star (SST)
geometry, in which all 3 outgoing nucleons have the same
momenta (magnitudes) in the plane which in the 3N c.m.
system is perpendicular to the incoming nucleon momentum. The theoretical predictions based on nuclear forces
only show, that the cross sections for QFS and SST are
quite stable against changes of the underlying interactions,
including also three-nucleon forces [5]. At energies below
≈ 20 MeV theory underestimates the SST pd cross sections by ≈ 10%, and overestimates the pp QFS cross sections by ≈ 20%, respectively [5,8]. With increasing energy
the theoretical cross sections come close to the data, which
indicates that the pp Coulomb force is very probably re-
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sponsible for these low energy discrepancies. However, the
Coulomb force effects found in [8] are practically negligible for the pd SST configuration and only slightly improve
the description of the pp QFS data [11–15].

Even more that would lead to an explosion of the number
of 3N partial waves required for convergence.
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Fig. 1. (color online) The real and imaginary parts of the protonproton on-shell screened Coulomb t-matrix at E lab
p = 13 MeV as
a function of the cosine of scattering angle x. The exponential
screening with n = 4 and screening radius R = 20 fm have been
used. The full dots represent 3-dimensional screened Coulomb tmatrix obtained by direct solution of the 3-dimensional LS equation. The partial wave summation up to maximal angular momentum lmax = 3, 5 and 10 are given by dotted, dashed and solid lines,
respectively.

This inability to understand the pp QFS and pd SST
cross sections calls for reconsidering the inclusion of the
Coulomb force into momentum space Faddeev calculations.
One main concern in such type of calculations is the application of a partial wave decomposition to the long-ranged
Coulomb force. Even when screening is applied it seems
reasonable to treat from the beginning the screened pp Coulomb t-matrix without partial wave decomposition because
the required limit of vanishing screening leads necessarily
to a drastic increase of the number of partial wave states
involved. As an example we provide
numbers for the expor n
nential screening of the form e−( R ) . Taking the screening
radius R = 20 fm and n = 4 requires all l ≤ lmax = 10 partial wave states to reproduce the 3-dimensional pp screened
Coulomb t-matrix at E lab
p = 13 MeV (see Fig.1). Increasing the screening radius to R = 120 fm requires at least
lmax = 50 (see Fig.2) which is a big numerical challenge.
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Fig. 2. (color online) The real and imaginary parts of the protonproton on-shell screened Coulomb t-matrix at E lab
p = 13 MeV as
a function of the cosine of scattering angle x. The exponential
screening with n = 4 and screening radius R = 120 fm have been
used. The full dots represent 3-dimensional screened Coulomb tmatrix obtained by direct solution of the 3-dimensional LS equation. The partial wave summation up to maximal angular momentum lmax = 10, 20, 30 and 50 are given by dashed-dotted, dotted,
dashed and solid lines, respectively.

In [16,17] we proposed a novel approach to incorporate the pp Coulomb force into the momentum space Faddeev calculations, in which we apply directly the 3-dimensional screened pp Coulomb t-matrix without relying on
a partial wave decomposition. 3-dimensional solutions of
the LS equation for different screening radii are used to
approach the final predictions. We demonstrated, that the
physical elastic pd scattering amplitude has a well defined
screening limit and does not require renormalisation. In
contrast, in case of pp scattering the scattering amplitude
requires renormalisation in the screening limit which, however, has not to be applied when only observables have to
be addressed [18]. In case of the pd breakup the on-shell
solutions of the Faddeev equation are required [17]. They
demand renormalisation in the screening limit which can
be achieved through renormalisation of the pp t-matrices.
In section 2 we present the main points of the formalism outlined in details in [16,17]. The pd elastic and
breakup transition amplitudes are shown in section 3. The
screening limit for pd elastic scattering and breakup is dis-
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cussed in section 4 and the results shown in section 5. The
summary is given in section 6.

2 Faddeev equations with screened pp
Coulomb force
We use the Faddeev equation in the form [5]
T |Φ >= tP|Φ > +tPG0 T |Φ >

(1)

where P is defined in terms of transposition operators, P =
P12 P23 + P13 P23 , G0 is the free 3N propagator, |Φ > the
initial state composed of a deuteron state and a momentum
eigenstate of the proton. Knowing T |Φ > the breakup as
well as the elastic pd scattering amplitudes can be gained
by quadratures in the standard manner [5].
We use our standard momentum space partial wave basis |pqα̃ >
1
1
|pqα̃ >≡ |pq(ls) j(λ )I( jI)J(t )T >
2
2

(2)

and distinguish between the partial wave states |pqα > with
total 2N angular momentum j below some value jmax : j ≤
jmax , in which the nuclear, VN , as well as the pp screened
Coulomb interaction, VcR (in isospin t = 1 states only), are
acting, and the states |pqβ > with j > jmax , for which only
VcR is acting in the pp subsystem. The states |pqα > and
|pqβ > form a complete system of states
Z
X
I=
p2 d pq2 dq
|pqα̃i hpqα̃|
α̃
Z
X
X
≡
p2 d pq2 dq( |pqαi hpqα| +
|pqβi hpqβ|) .(3)
α

with two-nucleon subsystem isospin t = 1 the correspond3 2
q )|p′ α′ > is a linear
ing t-matrix element < pα|tRN+c (E − 4m
combination of the pp, tRpp+c , and the neutron-proton (np),
tnp , t = 1 t-matrices, which are generated by the interacstrong
strong
tions V pp
+ VcR and Vnp
, respectively. The coefficients
of that combination depend on the total isospin T and T ′
of states |α > and |α′ > [16,19]:
1 R ′
|t |t
2 N+c
3
< t = 1T = |tRN+c |t′
2
1
< t = 1T = |tRN+c |t′
2
3
< t = 1T = |tRN+c |t′
2
< t = 1T =

< t = 0T =

+ hpqα| tRN+c PG0

α′

× p′ q′ α′ tcR P |Φi Z
X
+ hpqα| tRN+c PG0
p′2 d p′ q′2 dq′ p′ q′ α′
× p′ q′ α′ T |Φi

× p′ q′ α′ T |Φi
−
× p′ q′ α′

β′

× p′ q′ β′ T |Φi

(4)

hpqβ| T |Φi = hpqβ|
tR P |Φi
XZ c
+ hpqβ| tcR PG0
p′2 d p′ q′2 dq′ p′ q′ α′
α′

× p′ q′ α′ T |Φi Z
X
+ hpqβ| tcR PG0
p′2 d p′ q′2 dq′ p′ q′ β′
β′

× p′ q′ β′ T |Φi

tRN+c PG0 tcR PG0

+ hpqα|

p′2 d p′ q′2 dq′ p′ q′ β′

(5)

where tRN+c and tcR are t-matrices generated by the interactions VN + VcR and VcR , respectively. Namely for states |α >

(7)

hpqα| T |Φi = hpqα| tRN+c P |Φi
+ hpqα| tRN+c PG0 tcR P |Φi
XZ
− < pqα| tRN+c PG0
p′2 d p′ q′2 dq′ p′ q′ α′

α′

XZ

1 R ′
1
|tN+c |t = 0T ′ = > = tnp .
2
2

In case of tcR only the screened pp Coulomb force VcR is
acting.
The third term on the right hand side of (5) is proportional to < pqβ|tcR PG0 |p′ q′ β′ >< p′ q′ β′ |tcR . A direct calculation of its isospin part shows that independently from the
value of the total isospin T it vanishes [16].
Inserting < pqβ|T |Φ > from (5) into (4) one gets

Projecting (1) for T |Φ > on the |pqα > and |pqβ > states
one gets the following system of coupled integral equations

× p′ q′ α′ T |Φi

1
2
tnp + tRpp+c
3
3
2
1
> = tnp + tRpp+c
3√
3
2
>=
(tnp − tRpp+c )
√3
2
>=
(tnp − tRpp+c )(6)
3
>=

For isospin t = 0, in which case T = T ′ = 12 :

β

hpqα| T |Φi = hpqα|
tR P |Φi
X Z N+c
+ hpqα| tRN+c PG0
p′2 d p′ q′2 dq′ p′ q′ α′

1
2
3
= 1T ′ =
2
3
= 1T ′ =
2
1
= 1T ′ =
2
= 1T ′ =

hpqα| tRN+c PG0
tcR PG0

XZ

α′

XZ

p′2 d p′ q′2 dq′ p′ q′ α′

XZ

p′2 d p′ q′2 dq′ p′ q′ α′

α′

α′

p′′2 d p′′ q′′2 dq′′ p′′ q′′ α′′

α′′

× p′′ q′′ α′′ T |Φi .

(8)

This is a coupled set of integral equations in the space of
the states |α > only, which incorporates the contributions
of the pp Coulomb interaction from all partial wave states
up to infinity. It can be solved by iteration and Pade summation [5,16].
When compared to our standard treatment without screened Coulomb force [5] there are two new leading terms
< pqα|tRN+c PG0 tcR P|Φ > and -< pqα|tRN+c PG0 |α′ >< α′ |tcR P
|Φ >. The first term must be calculated using directly the 3dimensional screened Coulomb t-matrix tcR , while the second term requires partial wave projected screened Coulomb
t-matrix elements in the |α > channels only. The kernel also
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contains two new terms. The term < pqα|tRN+c PG0 tcR PG0
|α′ >< α′ |T |Φ > must again be calculated with a 3-dimensional screened Coulomb t-matrix while the second one,
-< pqα|tRN+c PG0 |α′ >< α′ |tcR PG0 |α′′ >< α′′ |T |Φ >, involves only the partial wave projected screened Coulomb
t-matrix elements in the |α > channels. The calculation of
the new terms with the partial wave projected Coulomb tmatrices follows our standard procedure. Namely the two
sub kernels tRN+c PG0 and tcR PG0 are applied consecutively
on the corresponding state. The detailed expressions how
to calculate the new terms with the 3-dimensional screened
Coulomb t-matrix are given in Appendix A of Ref. [16].

3 The pd elastic and breakup transition
amplitudes
The transition amplitude for pd elastic scattering is given
by [5,20]
Φ′ U |Φi = Φ′ PG−1
0 + PT |Φi .

(9)

That amplitude has two contributions. The first one is independent of the pp Coulomb force [16]
′
< Φ′ |PG−1
0 |Φ >=< Φ |PV|Φ >= −

1
00
< φ′ |P00 Vnp
|φ > (10)
,
2

where P00 acts only in spin-momentum space
′

Ptt′ = P12 P23 + (−)t+t P13 P23 | spin−momentum .

(11)

To calculate the second part of the matrix element (9)
one needs hpq | T |Φi composed of low and high partial
wave contributions for T |Φ >. It enters also the transition amplitude for breakup < Φ0 |U0 |Φ > which is given
in terms of T |Φi by [5,20]
hΦ0 | U0 |Φi = hΦ0 | (1 + P)T |Φi

(12)

where |Φ0 >= |pqmi νi > (i = 1, 2, 3) is the free state. The
permutations acting in momentum-, spin-, and isospin-spaces can be applied to the bra-state < φ0 | =< pqmi νi | changing the sequence of nucleons spin and isospin magnetic
quantum numbers mi and νi and leading to well known linear combinations of the Jacobi momenta p, q. Thus evaluating (12) it is sufficient to regard the general amplitudes
< pqm1 m2 m3 ν1 ν2 ν3 |T |Φi ≡ hpq | T |Φi. Using Eq. (1) and
the completness relation (3) one gets:
XZ
hpq | T |Φi = hpq |
p′2 d p′ q′2 dq′ p′ q′ α′
α′

× p′ q′ α′ T |Φi
XZ
− hpq |
p′2 d p′ q′2 dq′ p′ q′ α′
α′

× p′ q′ α′ tcR PZ|Φi
X
− hpq |
p′2 d p′ q′2 dq′ p′ q′ α′
α′
XZ
′ ′ ′ R
× p q α tc PG0
p′′2 d p′′ q′′2 dq′′ p′′ q′′ α′′
α′′
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× p′′ q′′ α′′ T |Φi
+ hpq | tcR P |Φi Z
X
+ hpq | tcR PG0
p′2 d p′ q′2 dq′ p′ q′ α′
′ ′ ′

α′

× p q α T |Φi .

(13)

It follows, that in addition to the Faddeev amplitudes
< pqα|T |Φ > also the partial wave projected amplitudes
< pqα|tcR P|Φ > and < pqα|tcR PG0 |α′ >< α′ |T |Φ > are required. The expressions for the contributions of these three
terms to the transition amplitude for elastic scattering and
breakup reaction are given in Appendix B of Ref. [16].
The last two terms in (13) again must be calculated using directly 3-dimensional screened Coulomb t-matrices.
In Appendix C of Ref. [16] the expression for hpq | tcR P |Φi
and in Appendix D of Ref. [16] the last matrix element
< pq |tcR PG0 |α′ >< α′ |T |Φ > are given.

4 The screening limit
The set of coupled Faddeev equations (8) is well defined
for a finite screening radius. It is an exact set assuming that
the strong NN t-matrix can be neglected beyond a certain
jmax , which is justified. Further the pp screened Coulomb
force is taken into account to infinite order in the partial
wave decomposition in form of the 3-dimensional screened
Coulomb t-matrix tcR
pp . The important challenge is to control the screening limit for the physical pd elastic scattering
amplitude (9) and for the physical pd breakup amplitude
(12).
For the pd elastic scattering the contribution (10) is
well defined and independent of the Coulomb force. The
corresponding expression without partial-wave expansion
is given in Appendix C (C.5) of [16]. In [16] analytical
arguments were provided that also other terms contributing to the elastic scattering amplitude has a well defined
screening limit and does not require renormalisation. Thus
also the physical on-shell elastic pd amplitude has a well
defined screening limit and does not require renormalisation. This can be traced back to the fact that to get the elastic pd scattering amplitude it is sufficients to solve the Faddeev equations (8) for off-shell values of the Jacobi momenta
3 2
p2
+
q ,E.
(14)
m 4m
The off-shell Faddeev amplitudes hpqα| T |Φi of Eq.(8) are
determined by off-shell nucleon-nucleon t-matrix elements
3 2
t(p, p′ ; E− 4m
q ), which have a well defined screening limit
(see the following discussion and examples).
The case of the pd breakup process is quite different.
Contrary to pd elastic scattering the physical breakup amplitude (12) corresponds to the on-shell values of Jacobi
momenta
p2
3 2
3 2
+
q =E≡
q .
(15)
m 4m
4m max
That means that the physical pd breakup amplitude (12) requires on-shell Faddeev amplitudes hp0 qα| T |Φi together
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with the
q four, also on-shell, additional terms in (13), with

1,0

p0 = 34 (q2max − q2 ). The on-shell Faddeev amplitudes can
be obtained from the off-shell solutions hpqα| T |Φi using
(8):
hp0 qα| T |Φi = hp0 qα| tRN+c P |Φi
+ hp0 qα| tRN+c PG0 tcR P |Φi
XZ
− hp0 qα| tRN+c PG0
p′2 d p′ q′2 dq′ p′ q′ α′

× p′ q′ α′ T |Φi

XZ

−

′ ′2

′

3

′ ′ ′

p d p q dq p q α

α′

XZ

0,2

p′2 d p′ q′2 dq′ p′ q′ α′

1,0
b)
0,8

α′

0,6

XZ

p d p q dq p q α

XZ

p′′2 d p′′ q′′2 dq′′ p′′ q′′ α′′

hp0 qα| tRN+c PG0

× p′ q′ α′ tcR PG0

′2

0,4

2

α′

+ hp0 qα| tRN+c PG0 tcR PG0
× p′ q′ α′ T |Φi

0,6

R

+

hp0 qα| tRN+c PG0

0,8

Re tc (p0, p’, x; p0 /m) [MeV fm ]

× p′ q′ α′ tcR P |Φi

a)

′2

′ ′2

′

′ ′ ′

0,4

α′

0,2

α′′

× p′′ q′′ α′′ T |Φi .

(16)

These on-shell amplitudes together with additional, also
on-shell, terms in (13) define the physical breakup amplitude (12). That in consequence requires half-shell t-matrix
p2
elements t(p0 , p′ ; m0 ) which are of 3 types: the partial wave
projected pure screened Coulomb tcR generated by VcR , the
partial wave projected tRN+c generated by V strong + VcR , and
the 3-dimensional screened Coulomb matrix elements.
It is well known [1,21,22] that in the screening limit
R → ∞ such half-shell t-matrices acquire an infinitely oscillating phase factor eiΦR (p) , where ΦR (p) depends on the
type of the screening. For the exponential screening used
in the present study its form depends on two parameters,
the screening radius R and the power n:
VcR (r) =

α −( r )n
e R .
r

(17)

At a given value n the pure Coulomb potential results for
R → ∞. As has been shown in [23] based on [24,25], the
related phase ΦR (p) is given as
ΦR (p) = −η[ln(2pR) − ǫ/n]

(18)
m α

where ǫ = 0.5772 . . . is the Euler number and η = 2pp the
Sommerfeld parameter.
Contrary to the half-shell, the off-shell t-matrix elements do not acquire such an oscillating phase and their
screening limit is well defined.
In Figs. 3-4 we demonstrate that behavior for the 3dimensional half-shell screened Coulomb pp t-matrix [18].
Increasing the screening radius R changes drastically the
imaginary part of the t-matrix (Fig. 4a). The real part is
more stable but does not approach the pure Coulomb limit
(Fig. 3a). Renormalizing by the phase factor e−iΦR (p) of
Eq. (18) provides a well defined limit to the pure Coulomb
half-shell result of Ref. [26] (Fig. 3b and 4b).

0

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1

-1

p’ [fm ]

Fig. 3. (color online) The real part of the nonrenormalized (a) and
renormalized (b) 3-dimensional half-shell screened Coulomb pp
p2

t-matrix tcR (p0 , p′ , x; m0 ). The lines correspond to the exponential
screening with n = 1 and different screening radia: R = 20 fm
(black dotted line), R = 60 fm (blue dashed-dotted line), R =
120 fm (red dashed line), R = 180 fm (black solid line). The
Coulomb half-shell result of Ref. [26] is given by thick dots. The
momentum p0 = 0.396 fm−1 and x = 0.706.

For the 3-dimensional off-shell screened Coulomb pp tmatrix the pure Coulomb screening limit of Ref. [28,27] is
achieved without any renormalisation factor for screening
radia R > 20 fm (Fig. 5).
Analogous behavior for the partial wave decomposed
l = 0 half-shell screened Coulomb tcR and the 1 S 0 tRpp+c
t-matrices is shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. While
the imaginary part again exhibits drastic changes when the
screening radius increases (Fig. 6a and 7a), removing the
phase factor e−iΦR (p) (renormalisation) provides a well defined limit for the screening radia R > 40 fm (Fig. 6b and
7b). It is seen that in case when the screened Coulomb potential is combined with the strong force also the real part
of the half-shell t-matrix undergoes strong changes with
increased screening (Fig. 7a).
For the partial wave decomposed off-shell l = 0 screened Coulomb tcR and the 1 S 0 tRpp+c t-matrix elements a
well defined screening limit is reached without any renormalisation (Fig. 8b and 8a, respectively).
That oscillatory phase factor appearing in the half-shell
proton-proton t-matrices requires a carefull treatment of
(16) to get the screening limit for the hp0 qα| T |Φi amplitudes. Namely for the states |α > with the two-nucleon subsystem isospin t = 1 the corresponding t-matrix element
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Fig. 6. (color online) The real (upper panels) and imaginary
(lower panels) parts of the nonrenormalized (a) and renormalized
p2
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Fig. 4. (color online) The imaginary part of the nonrenormalized (a) and renormalized (b) 3-dimensional half-shell screened
p2

Coulomb pp t-matrix tcR (p0 , p′ , x; m0 ). For the description of the
lines and values of p0 and x see Fig. 3.

(b) l = 0 half-shell screened Coulomb pp t-matrix tcR (p0 , p′ , m0 ).
The lines correspond to the exponential screening with n = 1
and different screening radia: R = 20 fm (black dotted line), R =
40 fm (blue short-dashed line), R = 60 fm (brown long-dashed
line), R = 80 fm (red short-dashed-dotted line), R = 100 fm (maroon long-dashed-dotted line), R = 120 fm (green short-dasheddouble-dotted line), R = 140 fm (blue solid line). The momentum
p0 = 0.26 fm−1 .

to achieve the screening limit one needs to renormalize the
pp t-matrix tRpp+c in that combination before performing the
action of the operators in (16). The term in that linear combination coming with the np t-matrix tnp does not require
renormalisation.

1,0
3

tc (p, p’, x; -p0 /m) [MeV fm ]

20

p’ [fm ]

-0,12

-0,16

30

3

Re{tc (l=0)} [MeV fm ]

0,0

0,8

R

2

0,6

5 Numerical results
0,4
0,2
0,0

0
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0,4

0,6

0,8

1

-1

p’ [fm ]

Fig. 5. (color online) The 3-dimensional off-shell screened
p2

Coulomb pp t-matrix tcR (p, p′ , x; − m0 ). The lines correspond to the
exponential screening with n = 1 and different screening radia:
R = 20 fm (black dotted line), R = 60 fm (blue dashed-dotted
line), R = 120 fm (red dashed line), R = 180 fm (black solid
line). The Coulomb off-shell result of Ref. [28,27] is given by
thick dots. The momentum p0 = 0.396 fm−1 , p = 0.375 fm−1 and
x = 0.706.
p2

< p0 α|tRN+c ( m0 )|p′ α′ > is a linear combination of the pp
and neutron-proton (np) t = 1 t-matrices, the coefficients
of which depend on the total isospin T and T’ of the states
|α > and |α′ > (see discussion after (5)). It follows that
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To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach we applied
the outlined formalism to a simple dynamical model in
which the nucleon-nucleon force was restricted to act in
1
S 0 and 3 S 1 −3 D1 partial waves only and taken from the
CD Bonn potential [29]. The proton-proton Coulomb force
was modified by the exponential screening (17) with the
screening radius R and n = 1.
To investigate the screening limit R → ∞ we generated
set of partial-wave decomposed t-matrices, tcR , based on
the screened pp Coulomb force only or combined with the
strong pp interaction, tRpp+c , taking R = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100,
120 and 140 fm. With that dynamical input we solved the
set of Faddeev equations (8) for off-shell values of the Jacobi momenta p and q and for the total angular momenta
of the p-p-n system up to J ≤ 15
2 and both parities. Then
the on-shell Faddeev amplitudes hp0 qα| T |Φi were gained
through (16). In this first study we restricted ourselves to
the perturbative approximation for the 3-dimensional screened Coulomb t-matrix: tcR = VcR . In the future studies that
approximation will be avoided and the full solution of the
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Fig. 7. (color online) The real (upper panels) and imaginary
(lower panels) parts of the nonrenormalized (a) and renormalp2

ized (b) 1 S 0 half-shell pp t-matrix tRpp+c (p0 , p′ , m0 ). The lines correspond to the exponential screening with n = 1 and different
screening radia: R = 20 fm (black dotted line), R = 40 fm
(blue short-dashed line), R = 60 fm (brown long-dashed line),
R = 80 fm (red short-dashed-dotted line), R = 100 fm (maroon long-dashed-dotted line), R = 120 fm (green short-dasheddouble-dotted line), R = 140 fm (blue solid line). The momentum
p0 = 0.26 fm−1 .
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Fig. 9. (color online) The convergence in the cut-off radius R of
dσ
the pd elastic scattering cross section dΩ
shown as a function of
the c.m. angle Θc.m. at the incoming proton energy E lab
p = 13 MeV.
These cross sections were calculated with the screened Coulomb
force and the CD Bonn nucleon-nucleon potential [29] restricted
to the 1 S 0 and 3 S 1 -3 D1 partial waves. The screening radii are :
R = 20 fm (black dotted line), R = 40 fm (green double-dashed dotted line), R = 60 fm (blue long-dashed-dotted line), R = 80 fm
(red dashed- double-dotted line), R = 100 fm (blue short-dashed
line), R = 120 fm (red long-dashed line), R = 140 fm (black solid
line). The R = 40-140 fm lines are practically overlapping. The
black dashed-dotted line is the corresponding nd elastic scattering
cross section. The pluses are E lab
p = 12 MeV pd elastic scattering
cross section data of Ref. [30].
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Fig. 8. (color online) The real (upper panels) and imaginary
(lower panels) parts of the 1 S 0 tRpp+c (p, p′ ,
tcR (p,
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p′ , m0 )
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Fig. 10. (color online) The convergence in the cut-off radius R of
dσ
the pd elastic scattering cross section dΩ
at the incoming proton
dσ R dσ R=140
lab
energy E p = 13 MeV, shown as the ratio dΩ
/ dΩ
. For the
description of the lines see Fig. 9.

(a) and the l = 0

screened Coulomb
(b) off-shell t-matrices. For the
description of the lines see Fig. 6. The momentum p0 = 0.26 fm−1
and p = 2.38 fm−1 .

3-dimensional LS equation for the screened pp Coulomb
t-matrix will be used [18]. When calculating observables
we also omitted the last term in (13) coming
with the 3D
E
dimensional screened Coulomb t-matrix, pq|tcR PG0 T |Φ .

In Fig. 9 we show the convergence in the screening radius R of the pd elastic scattering cross section and compare the pd and nd elastic scattering angular distributions
at the incoming nucleon energy E Nlab = 13 MeV. On the
scale of the figure the cross sections for R = 40 − 140 fm
are practically indistinguishable. The detailed picture of
that convergence is depicted in Fig. 10, where the ratio of
the cross sections obtained with the screening radius R to
those with R = 140 fm is shown as a function of the c.m.
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Fig. 11. The contributions of different terms to the pd elasdσ
tic scattering cross section dΩ
at the incoming proton energy
lab
E p = 13 MeV calculated with the screening radius R = 100 fm.
The Ddotted and dashed
lines are contributions of the hΦ′ |PT |Φi
E
and Φ′ |PG−1
|Φ
terms,
respectively. The double-dashed-dotted
0
D
E
line is the contribution of the Φ′ |PtcR P|Φ term coming with
the 3-dimensional screened Coulomb t-matrix tcR . The dasheddouble-dotted
D
E andD dashed-dotted Elines are contributions of the
Φ′ |PtcR P|Φ and Φ′ |PtcR PG0 T |Φ terms, respectively, which are
calculated with the partial-wave decomposed screened Coulomb
t-matrix. The solid line encompasses all terms. In this feasibility
study the 3-dimensional tcR is replaced by VcR .
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Fig. 12. (color online) The independence of the real (left column)
and imaginary
(right column) parts of the Epartial wave contribuD
tion Φ′md′ m p′ |P(T − tcR P − tcR PG0 T )|Φmd m p to the E lab
p = 13 MeV
pd elastic scattering transition amplitude on the cut-off radius R.
The different lines are: R = 20 fm - dotted, R = 40 fm - shortdashed, R = 60 fm - long-dashed, R = 80 fm - short-dasheddotted, R = 100 fm - long-dashed-dotted, R = 120 fm - doubledotted-dashed, R = 140 fm - solid. All the lines are practically
overlapping. The incoming and outgoing deuteron and proton
spin projections are for a): md = md′ = −1 and m p = m p′ = − 21
and for b): md = −1, md′ = +1, and m p = m p′ = + 21 .

scattering angle Θc.m. . It is clearly seen that already with
the screening radius R = 40 fm converged results for the
cross section are achieved. Increasing further the value of
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R provides cross sections which differ less than ≈ 1% up to
the forward scattering angles Θc.m. ≈ 10o . At very forward
angles, where the pp Coulomb force is dominant, larger
screening radii are required to get the cross section with
the same precision.
The angular distributions shown in Figs. 9 and 10 were
obtained taking in the elastic
D scatteringE transition amplitude (9) the exchange term Φ′ |PG−1
0 |Φ together with the
first four terms in (13) contributing to hΦ′ |PT |Φi. In Fig. 11
we present how each term contributes to the cross section.
When all terms are taken into account the resulting angular distribution is given by the solid line. The < Φ′ |PT
|Φ > term ( dotted line related to the first term in (13)) contributes significantly at all angles. At backward angles the
largest contribution comes from the exchange term < Φ′ |P
anglesE the most
G−1
0 |Φ > (dashed line) while at forward
D
′
important is the “Rutherford” term Φ |PtcR P|Φ (doubledashed-dotted line related to the fourth term in (13)) calculated with the 3-dimensional screened Coulomb t-matrix tcR
(in this first study treated perturbatively as tcR = VcR ). The
two terms based on the partial-wave projected Coulomb tmatrix, < Φ′ |PtcR P|Φ > (dashed-double-dotted
line
D
E related
′
R
to the second term in (13) ) and Φ |Ptc PG0 T |Φ (dasheddotted line related to the third term in (13) ), are about 2orders of magnitude smaller and thus of minor importance.
The fact that at very forward angles the contribution of the
< Φ′ | PtcR PG0 T |Φ > isDan order ofEmagnitude smaller than
the contribution of the Φ′ |PtcR P|Φ seems to justify the neD
E
glection of the last term Φ′ |PtcR PG0 T |Φ in (13) coming
with the 3-dimensional screened Coulomb t-matrix. In future studies this term will be calculated to verify this statement.
In Fig. 12 we demonstrate numerically that the elastic
pd amplitude has a well defined screening limit and does
not require renormalization. The real and imaginary parts
of the partial wave contribution < Φ′ |P(T + tcR P + tcR PG0 T )
|Φ > to the elastic transition amplitude are shown for two
combinations of the incoming and outgoing deuteron and
proton spin projections and a number of screening radia
R = 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, and 140 fm. The additional
term (10) is real and independent of the screening radius.
The fourth term in (13) is also real under our approximation tcR = VcR and for angles different from zero has a well
defined screening limit. Moreover it is peaked in forward
direction and would dominate terms shown. All lines are
practically overlapping. That shows that not only the cross
section but the pd elastic scattering amplitude itself does
not develop an oscillating phase in the infinite screening
limit.
The results for the breakup reaction are shown in Figs.
5
13 - 16 where the exclusive cross sections dΩd1 Ωσ2 dS for the
QFS and SST configurations parametrized through the arclength of the kinematical S-curve are presented.
For the QFS and SST (see Fig. 13 and 15, respectively)
the convergence in the screening radius is achieved at R =
60 fm. For QFS the Coulomb force decreases the cross section with respect to the nd case and brings the theory close
to the pd data. For SST the Coulomb force also brings the-
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Fig. 13. (color online) The convergence in the cut-off radius R
of the d(p, p1 p2 )n breakup cross section in a kinematically complete QFS configuration with polar angles of the two outgoing
protons θ1 = θ2 = 39o and azimuthal angle φ12 = 180o . The
incoming proton energy is E lab
p = 13 MeV and theoretical predictions are based on a screened Coulomb force and the CD Bonn
nucleon-nucleon potential [29] restricted to 1 S 0 and 3 S 1 -3 D1 partial waves. The screening radius is: R = 20 fm (black dotted line),
R = 40 fm (green dashed-double-dotted line), R = 60 fm (blue
dashed-dotted line), R = 80 fm (red double-dashed-dotted line),
R = 100 fm (blue dashed line), R = 120 fm (red long-dashed
line), R = 140 fm (black solid line). The black long-dasheddotted line is the break-up cross section with the pp Coulomb interaction switched-off. The pluses are E lab
p = 13 MeV pd breakup
data of Ref. [11].

ory close to the pd data, however, only at S-values close to
the space-star condition (S ≈ 6 MeV). For S-values further
away the theory is far above the pd data.
The theoretical prediction for both geometries results
through interference of different terms contributing to the
breakup amplitude. The importance and magnitudes of the
contributions coming from different terms in the breakup
amplitude differs for those two geometries (see Fig. 14 and
Fig. 16). In both cases the largest is the contribution of
the first term in (13) < Φ0 |(1 + P)|α > < α|T |Φ > (black
dashed-dotted line in Figs. 14 and 16). For QFS and SST
the cross section resulting from that term is below the pd
data and below the full result which encompasses all terms
(solid line). The magnitudes of three additional terms: <
Φ0 |(1 + P) tcR P|Φ > (the fourth term in (13) calculated
with the 3-dimensional screened Coulomb t-matrix, here
approximated by VcR , and givenD by the green short-dashedE
line), the second term in (13) Φ0 |(1 + P)|α >< α|tcR P|Φ
(calculated with the partial-wave projected screened Coulomb t-matrix and given by the blue dashed-double-dotted
line), and the third term in (13) < Φ0 |(1 + P)|α >< α|tcR PG0
T |Φ > (calculated again with the partial-wave projected
screened Coulomb t-matrix and given by the maroon doubledashed-dotted line), are small. Because they are difficult to
see on the scale of Figs. 14a and Fig. 16a they are again
presented in the part b) of these figures. For both configurations the term with the 3-dimensional t-matrix < Φ0 |(1+ P)
tcR P|Φ > gives the smallest contribution. Smallness of these

0,2

b)

0,1

0

0

4

8
S [MeV]

12

16

Fig. 14. (color online) In part a): the contribution of different
terms to the cross section of the QFS configuration of Fig. 13.
The (black) dashed-dotted line is the contribution of the first term
hΦ0 |(1 + P)|α >< α|T |Φi in (13) and the (green)
short-dashedE
D
line is the contribution of the fourth term Φ0 |(1 + P)tcR P|Φ
in (13) coming with the 3-dimensional screened Coulomb tmatrix tcR (in the present calculation tcR = VcR ). The (blue)
dashed-double-dotted and (maroon)
D double-dashed-dotted Elines
are contributions of the second Φ0 |(1 + P)|α >< α|tcR P|Φ and
D
E
of the third Φ0 |(1 + P)|α >< α|tcR PG0 T |Φ term in (13), respectively, which are calculated with partial-wave decomposed
screened Coulomb t-matrix. TheD (black) dotted and (blue) long-E
dashed lines result from the Φ0 |(1 + P)|α >< α|(T − tcR P)|Φ
D
E
and Φ0 |(1 + P)|α >< α|(T − tcR PG0 T )|Φ amplitudes, respectively.
D The (red) long-dashed line is the E contribution of
the Φ0 |(1 + P)|α >< α|(T − tcR P − tcR PG0 T )|Φ amplitude. The
(black) solid line encompasses all four terms. All results are for
screening radius R = 100 fm. The part b) of the figure shows contributions of small terms which are difficult to see on the scale of
part a).

terms does not mean however, that they are unimportant
because the interference effects are nonnegligible and act
in different ways for QFS and SST.
D For the QFS the secondElargest contribution comes from
Φ0 |(1 + P)|α >< α|tcR P|Φ (blue dashed-double-dotted line) while for SST it comes from < Φ0 |(1+P)|α >< α|tcR PG0
T |Φ > (maroon double-dashed-dotted line). For QFS and
SST taking the amplitude of that second largest contribution together with hΦ0 |(1 + P)|α >< α|T |Φi changes significantly the cross section. For QFS it is the black dotted line in Fig. 14a resulting from < Φ0 |(1 + P)|α > <
α|(T −tcR P)|Φ > while for SST it is blue long-dashed line in
Fig. 16a resulting from < Φ0 |(1 + P)|α >< α|(T − tcR PG0 T )
|Φ >.
The third largest contribution provides for both configurations smaller changes of the cross section and the result when the second and third largest contributions are in-
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S-values and for the SST configuration at S-values close to
the space-star condition.
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Fig. 15. (color online) The convergence in the cut-off radius R of
the d(p, p1 p2 )n breakup cross section in a kinematically complete
SST configuration with polar angles of the two outgoing protons
θ1 = θ2 = 50.5o and azimuthal angle φ12 = 120o . The incoming proton energy is E lab
p = 13 MeV and the theoretical predictions are based on the screened Coulomb force and the CD Bonn
nucleon-nucleon potential [29] restricted to 1 S 0 and 3 S 1 -3 D1 partial waves. For the description of the lines see Fig. 13. The x-es
are E lab
p = 13 MeV pd breakup data of Ref. [11] and pluses are
Enlab = 13 MeV nd breakup data of Ref. [31].
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Fig. 16. (color online) In part a): the contribution of different
terms to the cross section of the SST configuration of Fig. 15.
The solid line encompasses all terms. For the description of other
lines see Fig. 14. All results are for screening radius R = 100 fm.
The part b) of the figure shows contributions of small terms which
are difficult to see on the scale of part a).

We presented recently formulated novel approach to include the pp Coulomb force into the momentum space 3N
Faddeev calculations. It is based on a standard formulation
for short range forces and relies on a screening of the longrange Coulomb interaction. In order to avoid all uncertainties connected with an application of the partial wave expansion, unsuitable when working with long-range forces,
we apply directly the 3-dimensional pp screened Coulomb
t-matrix.
Using a simple dynamical model for the nuclear part of
the interaction we demonstrated the feasibility of that approach. We provided analytical arguments and showed numerically that the physical elastic pd scattering amplitude
has a well defined screening limit and therefore does not
require renormalisation. Well converged elastic pd cross
sections have been achieved at finite screening radii.
For the pd breakup we demonstrated that, contrary to
the pd elastic scattering, where the resulting amplitudes do
not require renormalisation, it is unavoidable to perform
renormalisation of the pp half-shell t-matrices in order to
get the physical breakup amplitude. Namely that amplitude
has two contributions, one driven by the interaction in the
pp subsystem and second in the np subsystem. Only the
first part requires renormalisation.
We have shown that converged results for breakup can
be achieved with finite screening radia.
We calculated contributions of different terms to the
breakup cross section in QFS and SST configurations. The
action of different contributions leads to an interference
pattern, which is different for QFS and SST configurations.
In our restricted dynamical model the pp Coulomb interaction brings the nd breakup cross sections close to the pd
data for the QFS configuration. Also for the SST geometry
in the vicinity of the space-star condition the pd theory is
close to the pd data. However, further away on the S-curve
the theory lies above the data.
In this first study the 3-dimensional screened pure Coulomb t-matrix was replaced by the screened Coulomb potential and only a small number of partial wave states for
the NN interaction was taken into account.
In future studies the perturbative approximation for the
3-dimensional screened Coulomb t-matrix will be avoided
and higher partial wave components of the nucleon-nucleon
interaction will be included.
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